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Abstract. This paper describes a probabilistic model for optimum information retrieval in a distributed hetero-
geneous environment.

The model assumes the collection of documents offered by the environment to be partitioned into subcollec-
tions. Documents as well as subcollections have to be indexed, where indexing methods using different indexing
vocabularies can be employed. A query provided by a user is answered in terms of a ranked list of documents.
The model determines a procedure for ranking the documents that stems from the Probability Ranking Principle:
For each subcollection, the subcollection’s documents are ranked; the resulting ranked lists are combined into a
final ranked list of documents, where the ordering is determined by the documents’ probabilities of being relevant
with respect to the user’s query. Various probabilistic ranking methods may be involved in the distributed ranking
process. A criterion for effectively limiting the ranking process to a subset of subcollections extends the model.

The property that different ranking methods and indexing vocabularies can be used is important when the
subcollections are heterogeneous with respect to their content.

The model’s applicability is experimentally confirmed. When exploiting the degrees of freedom provided by the
model, experiments showed evidence that the model even outperforms comparable models for the non-distributed
case with respect to retrieval effectiveness.
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1. Introduction

An information retrieval(IR) system is a tool for searching information in a collection of
documents that satisfies a user’s information need. In order to use an IR system, the user
has to formulate his or her information need; the resultingqueryis then taken by the system
to rankthe documents according to an estimate of theirprobabilities of being relevant to the
user’s information need. For this purpose, a correspondingranking methodis called with
the query. It assignsretrieval status values(RSVs) to the documents. A document’s RSV
determines the position of the document in theranked listof documents that represents the
answer to the query.

In the following, we concentrate on ranking methods that operate onstatistical informa-
tion quantifying certain query and documentfeatures. The set of featuresindexinga query
or document forms the query’s or document’sdescription. The generation of descriptions
is performed by appropriateindexing methods. The indexing vocabularycorrelated to an
indexing method provides all the features that may be used by the method for indexing.

Featureanddocument frequencies(Salton and McGill 1983) are examples for statistical
information: The feature frequency counts how often a certain feature can be derived from
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a specific query or document. The document frequency gives the number of document
descriptions containing a certain feature.Relevance feedbackgiven by the user on certain
documents implies additional statistical information.

In this paper, aprobabilistic model for retrieving information in a distributed document
collectionis presented and experimentally evaluated. A document collection is considered
to be distributed, if it is partitioned intosubcollectionsthat are allocated to variousprovider
sites. Searching the subcollections by means of IR methodologies can be done in many
different ways (Baumgarten 1999a). Thestrategy for distributed IRcorresponding to the
probabilistic model is the following: The provider site of a subcollection is responsible
for indexing the documents in the subcollection using the respective subcollection-specific
indexing method. Besides the provider sites, an identified site exists (namely thebroker
site) that is responsible for controlling the ranking process. This process is distributed:

1. First, a local ranking is performed in each subcollection at the provider sites. A
subcollection-specific ranking method operates on statistical information gathered from
a query description and the descriptions of the documents in the respective subcollection.

2. In a second step, thelocal ranked(document) lists resulting from the first step are
combined at the broker site into afinal ranked(document) list.

Beside the combination of local ranked lists, the control task of the broker comprises
further subtasks, such asselecting subcollections, i.e. limiting the process to those sub-
collections that can be expected to contribute relevant documents to the ranking result
(otherwise, processing and communication capacities are wasted), or influencing (biasing)
the ranking process at the provider sites.

The potential problems that can arise with approaches following this strategy are numer-
ous (Baumgarten 1999a). The two most important problems are:

– Thesubcollection selection problem: When selecting subcollections for retrieval, other
subcollections might be excluded that should have been considered. The resulting de-
crease in retrieval effectiveness must be kept as small as possible; on the other hand, the
extent of the metadata required by the selection process should be reasonable.

– The subcollection fusion problem:1 The local ranked lists derived on the basis of
subcollection-related statistical information have to be merged in such way that no de-
crease in retrieval effectiveness is caused with respect to a comparable non-distributed
setting.

There are approaches that follow the outlined strategy while trying to overcome these two
problems. A first example is the approach proposed by Voorhees et al. (Voorhees et al. 1994):
For evaluating an incoming query, they suggest exploiting relevance feedback information
from training queries evaluated before run time, in order to compute (at the broker site) the
number of top-ranked documents to be taken from each subcollection. The final ranking is
obtained by interleaving the selected documents while preserving the local ranking order
of the documents: The more documents are selected from a subcollection, the higher these
documents are ranked.
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An approach that can also be related to the strategy described above is the one presented
by Callan et al. (Callan et al. 1995): They suggest employing an inference network to rank
not only documents at the provider sites, but also subcollections at the broker site, and to
use the subcollection-ranking for selecting subcollections and for fusing local rankings.

A third example is the further development of the GlOSS approach (Gravano and Garcia-
Molina 1995) described by Meng et al. (Meng et al. 1998): Their approach to overcome
the subcollection fusion problem shows some similarities to the one presented in this paper
and first outlined in Baumgarten (1997). However, the metadata to be maintained at the
broker site is more extensive and the agreement on one indexing vocabulary used all over is
required. The subcollection fusion problem is solved by either using globally valid document
frequencies (if the same cosine-based ranking method is used at each site) or by re-ranking
selected documents at the broker site.

Note in this context that the possibility of using different ranking methods and indexing
vocabularies at the different sites is an important property when being forced to retrieve
information from highlyheterogeneoussubcollections. It provides additional degrees of
freedom that can be exploited in order to take subcollection-specific document properties
into consideration.

An interesting cost-based selection criterion to solve the subcollection selection problem
is suggested by Fuhr (Fuhr 1999); the goal is to receive the maximum number of documents
at minimum cost. This criterion requires the estimated number of relevant documents within
a subcollection as well as an approximation of the recall-precision graph correlated to a
subcollection, both with respect to the current query.

The solutions offered by most of these approaches to overcome the subcollection se-
lection/fusion problem are (at least in parts) heuristic in nature. To our knowledge, no
theoretically well founded framework for distributed retrieval is known so far thatinte-
gratesacceptable non-heuristic solutions to the two problems. The probabilistic model
described in the following may be considered to be a proposal for such a framework. More-
over, it allows the assignment of different ranking methods and indexing vocabularies to
the subcollections.

2. A probabilistic approach for ranking documents in a distributed environment

Probabilistic IR models, as for example the binary independence retrieval model (BIR)
(Robertson and Sparck-Jones 1976, Sch¨auble 1997) for non-distributed IR, are based on
theprobability ranking principle(PRP): Presenting the documents to the user in decreasing
order of their probabilities of being relevant with respect to the user’s query is optimal
(Robertson 1977). To obtain the optimal order of the documents, anorder-preserving trans-
formation of the probabilities of relevance has to be estimated. The estimation of the
probabilities themselves is not required, as we are interested in the ordering of the docu-
ments and not in actual probability values.

In the following, documents and queries are interpreted asevents, which occur with a
certain probability. Two different document events are always disjunctive; the same holds
for different query events. The probability of relevance of a documentdi with respect to a
certain queryq can now be denoted as theconditional probability P(R | di ,q). Note that
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we use the following abbreviations (Sch¨auble 1997):

E(M, N) := E(M) ∩ E(N)

P(M) := P(E(M))

P(M | N) := P(E(M) | E(N)),
whereE(·) denotes an event andM and N event identifiers. Thus,P(R | di ,q) may be
read as the probability of the eventE(R) of being relevant given that both eventsE(di ) and
E(q) occur together. (The notation used in this paper is summarized in Table 1.)

We define

f (x) := ln

(
x

1− x

)
and

g(q) := ln

(
P(R̄ |q)
P(R |q)

)
and obtain with

RSV(di ,q) := f (P(R | di ,q))+ g(q)

= ln

(
P(di | R,q)
P(di | R̄,q)

)
(1)

an order-preserving query-dependent transformation ofP(R | di ,q), where ln denotes the
natural logarithmandR̄ the eventnot E(R).

In order to model a distributed document collection, we consider the givencollection
of documentsto be partitioned intodisjunctive subcollections. That means, we have a
collectionD of subcollectionsDj , where eachDj contains documentsdi . D and theDj

are also interpreted as events:

E(Dj ) :=
⋃

di∈Dj

E(di )

E(D) :=
⋃

Dj∈D

E(Dj ).

According to Bayes’ theorem,

P(di | R,q) = P(di | Dj , R,q)P(Dj |R,q) ,di ∈ Dj .

Hence, (1) can be transformed into

RSV(di ,q) = ln

(
P(di | Dj , R,q)

P(di | Dj , R̄,q)

)
+ ln

(
P(Dj |D, R,q)

P(Dj |D, R̄,q)

)
, (2)

wheredi ∈ Dj andDj ∈ D.
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Table 1. Notations used in this paper.

Symbol Meaning

di Document

Dj Subcollection

D Collection of subcollections

q Query

E Event

P Probability

RSV(di ,q) Retrieval status value ofdi w.r.t. q

f, g Order-preserving transformations

ϕ Indexing feature

8j/Φ Indexing vocabulary correlated toDj/D

8j(di )/Φ(D j ) Description ofdi/Dj , subset of8j/Φ

8i(q), Φ(q) Descriptions of queryq

ff Feature frequency

df Document frequency

sf Subcollection frequency

vj , wj , v, w Parameters provided by the RPI model

l Desired length of the final ranked list

l j Length of the ranked list computed fromDj

x Variable in the selection criterion

r j Random variable modelling the probabilities
of relevance of the documents inDj

Rj Random variable modelling the RSVs of the
documents inDj

Tj,ϕ Random variable modelling the influence
of ϕ on the RSV of a document inDj

Aj Distribution of Rj

Pj Probability density corresponding toAj

G Set of shifted gamma distributions

ν, η Variables (shifted gamma distribution)

µ Expectation value of a random variable

σ 2 Variance of a random variable

min Minimum value that can be taken by a
random variable

·̃ Approximation of·
(example:µ̃ denotes the estimated
expectation value of a random variable)
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The addends in Eq. (2) can be estimated on the basis ofDj- and D-wide statistical
information with the help of probabilistic IR models that have been designed for the non-
distributed case, i.e. that give a framework for estimating expression (1). While the first
addend results from locally ranking the documents at the provider sites, the the computation
of the second addend is part of the control task performed by the broker and requires
the subcollections to be indexed (see (Baumgarten 1999a) for a framework for indexing
subcollections). The fact thatDi- andD-wide statistical information is employed allows
us assigning individual indexing vocabularies8j and Φ to the differentDj and toD,
respectively.

It is obvious that Eq. (2) could have been further generalized, if the collection of
documents would have been partitionedhierarchically into disjunctive subcollections. A
subcollection at a certain layer of the subcollection hierarchy would then either contain
subordinated subcollections or, if the layer under consideration is the bottom layer, docu-
ments. Such a generalization provides the key forscalingwith arbitrary sizes of the docu-
ment collection. For sake of simplicity, we go on with a three-layers hierarchy (d, D, D);
Baumgarten (1999a) describes the entire probabilistic model for an-layers hierarchy; see
also Baumgarten (1997).

In Baumgarten (1999a), the procedure for estimating the addends in Eq. (2) is shown by
example for the BIR mentioned above as well as theretrieval-with-probabilistic-indexing
(RPI) model (Fuhr 1992).

When using the BIR model, we obtain

ln

(
P(di | Dj, R,q)

P(di | Dj, R̄,q)

)
=

∑
ϕ∈8j(q)∩8j(di )

ln

(
P(ϕ | Dj, R,q)

P(ϕ | Dj, R̄,q)

)

+
∑

ϕ∈8j(q)−8j(di )

ln

(
P(ϕ̄ | Dj, R,q)

P(ϕ̄ | Dj, R̄,q)

)
(3)

for the first addend in Eq. (2), whereϕ denotes a feature taken from the query descrip-
tion 8j(q)⊆8j corresponding to the respective subcollectionDj . Applying the method
of Bayesian estimates(see e.g. Fuhr 1993) while assuming no relevance feedback to be
available, we obtain

P(ϕ | Dj, R,q)

P(ϕ | Dj, R̄,q)
≈ |Dj | + 1

2 df(Dj, ϕ)+ 1
(4)

and

P(ϕ̄ | Dj, R,q)

P(ϕ̄ | Dj, R̄,q)
≈ |Dj | + 1

2(|Dj | − df(Dj, ϕ))+ 1
(5)

as estimates for the fractions arising in Eq. (3), where df(Dj, ϕ) denotes the document
frequency of featureϕ with respect to subcollectionDj . The case that relevance feedback
is given is handled in Baumgarten (1999a).

The estimation of the second addend in Eq. (2) can be done analogously on the basis of
the BIR model: We simply replacedi by Dj , Dj byD, and8j byΦ. Instead of the document
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frequency, the subcollection frequency sf of a feature (counting the subcollections being
indexed by the fearure) has to be used.

To give a short example illustrating the probabilistic model for distributed IR in combina-
tion with the BIR model, letD contains 100 subcollections. We consider two of them, namely
D1 and D2. Let q be a query that is indexed by a single query featureϕ, i.e.Φ(q)={ϕ}.
D1 is one of 15 subcollections that are indexed by this feature (sf(D, ϕ)= 15). D2 on the
other hand is not indexed byϕ. According to (4) and (5), we obtain

ln

(
P(D1 |D, R,q)

P(D1 |D, R̄,q)

)
= ln

(
P(ϕ |D, R,q)

P(ϕ |D, R̄,q)

)
≈ 1.18

or

ln

(
P(D2 |D, R,q)

P(D2 |D, R̄,q)

)
= ln

(
P(ϕ̄ |D, R,q)

P(ϕ̄ |D, R̄,q)

)
≈ −0.53,

respectively, for the second addend in Eq. (2). Let the documentsd1 andd2 be element of
D1 andD2, respectively. Even if both documents have exactly the same first addend, e.g.

ln

(
P(d1 | D1, R,q)

P(d1 | D1, R̄,q)

)
= ln

(
P(d2 | D2, R,q)

P(d2 | D2, R̄,q)

)
≈ −0.75,

we obtain different RSVs for them due to the weighting of the subcollections:

RSV(d1,q) ≈ −0.75+ 1.18= 0.43

RSV(d2,q) ≈ −0.75− 0.53= −1.28.

When employing the RPI model for estimating the first addend in Eq. (2), we obtain

ln

(
P(di | Dj, R,q)

P(di | Dj, R̄,q)

)

=
∑

ϕ∈8j(q)

ln

( P(ϕ | di )

P(ϕ | Dj)
P(ϕ | Dj, R,q)+ P(ϕ̄ | di )

P(ϕ̄ | Dj)
P(ϕ̄ | Dj, R,q)

P(ϕ | di )

P(ϕ | Dj)
P(ϕ | Dj, R̄,q)+ P(ϕ̄ | di )

P(ϕ̄ | Dj)
P(ϕ̄ | Dj, R̄,q)

)
. (6)

In this equation, four probabilities are arising, namely the probabilityP(ϕ | di ) for document
di being indexed by featureϕ, the probabilityP(ϕ | Dj) for an arbitrary document in sub-
collectionDj being indexed byϕ, and the probabilitiesP(ϕ | Dj, R,q) andP(ϕ | Dj, R̄,q)
for an arbitrary relevant or non-relevant document in subcollectionDj being indexed by
ϕ, respectively. Given that no relevance feedback is available, we may estimate these
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probabilities by

P(ϕ | di ) ≈


ff(di , ϕ)

maxϕ∈8 j (di )(ff(di , ϕ))
if ff (di , ϕ) 6= 0

0 else
,

P(ϕ | Dj) ≈ 1

|Dj |
∑
di∈Dj

P(ϕ | di ), (7)

P(ϕ | Dj, R,q) ≈ vj

vj + wj
,

and

P(ϕ | Dj, R̄,q) ≈
vj +

∑
di∈Dj

P(ϕ | di )

vj + wj + |Dj | ,

where ff(di , ϕ) denotes the feature frequency of featureϕ in the description8j(di ) of docu-
mentdi ∈ Dj (Baumgarten 1999a) handles the case that relevance feedback is given). Other
methods for approximating these probabilities could have been used instead. Furthermore,
we setw j := 1− v j . The parametersv j > 0 remain to be defined—in our experiments
described in Section 4, we chose them manually.

The estimation of the second addend in Eq. (2) can be done analogously on the basis of
the RPI model: We simply replacedi by Dj , Dj by D, 8 j by Φ, v j by v andw j by w in
Eq. (6) and the subsequently given estimations and setw := 1− v. Parameterv remains to
be defined and thus, is chosen manually in our experiments.

3. Selection of subcollections

The model described so far enables the complete ranking of a distributed document collec-
tion. However, a user is usually only interested in the first part of the ranked list, namely
in thel top-ranked documents. Hence, in order not to waste capacities, the ranking process
should be limited to those subcollectionsDj , which contain the top-ranked documents.
This selection of subcollections is performed at the broker site and thus, should be based
on metadata which can beefficientlyprovided to the broker. As a consequence, excluding
subcollections or parts of the subcollections from the ranking process might also lead to an
exclusion of documents that should have been considered. In other words, the final ranked
list of length l will be suboptimal in the sense of the PRP; compare (French et al. 1998).
However, since our selection criterion described in the following is properly derived from
the PRP, we may say that the occurring corruption is minimized.

3.1. The selection criterion

Starting with arandom experiment, we randomly pick documentsdi from a certain subcol-
lection Dj and consider their probabilities of relevance. This experiment can be modelled
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through therandom variable

rj : {di | di ∈ Dj} → [0; 1];
di 7→ P(R | di ,q)

corresponding toDj and depending onq. Transformingr j with the functionsf andg, we
obtain with

Rj := f (r j)+ g(q)

a second random variable modelling the RSVs of the documents inDj . Approximating the
discrete distributions Aj of the random variables Rj correlated to the subcollectionsDj , the
resulting estimated RSV distributions can be used in order to decide whether (and if yes,
how many) documents are taken from a certainDj .

Assuming a large number of documents to be accessible throughDj , we may approximate
Rj ’s actual distributionAj by a continuous function

Ãj(x) :=
∫ x

−∞
P̃j(t) dt, x ∈ R,

theestimated RSV distributionof Rj . P̃j denotesÃj ’s probability density.
Suppose now that we have decided for distribution functionsÃj approximating the actual

distributionsAj of the RSVs occurring in the different subcollectionsDj . In order to define
the selection criterionfor selecting someDj from the superiorD to be included into the
ranking process, we assume thedesired lengthl of the final ranked listas given by the user.
Determining the variablex ∈ R with

l =
∑

Dj∈ D

l j

l j := b|Dj | (1− Ãj(x))c

numerically, we obtain for eachDj the number of documentsl j to be taken from this
subcollection. Note that the required number|Dj | of documents inDj can be easily provided
at the broker site. If a certainl j = 0, the correspondingDj is not taken into consideration
by the retrieval process.

3.2. Approximating the RSV distribution in a subcollection

The estimated RSV distributioñAj can be characterized by adistribution familyand aset
of statistics, which uniquely determine a member of the chosen distribution family. If we
select these statistics to be approximations of the statistics’ corresponding equivalents of the
distributionAj , then the distribution determined by the statistics approximatesAj , provided
that the chosen distribution family is suitable in general for modelling RSV distributions.
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A possible choice for such a distribution family is the setG of gamma distributions
shifted on thex-axis by a certain smallest possible value (see (Baumgarten 1999b) or
(Baumgarten 1999a) for a more general discussion on choosing the distribution family). A
shifted gamma distribution

Ãj := G(µ̃(Rj), σ̃
2(Rj), m̃in(Rj))

as a member of this family approximates the distributionAj of the random variableRj

modelling the RSVs of the documents inDj and is determined by its probability density

P̃j (x) :=


(

x−m̃in(Rj)

ν

)η−1

ν0(η)
e

m̃in(Rj )−x

ν if x ≥ m̃in(Rj)

0 else,

where

η := (µ̃(Rj)− m̃in(Rj))
2

σ̃ 2(Rj)
,

ν := σ̃ 2(Rj)

µ̃(Rj)− m̃in(Rj)
,

and0 denotes theGamma function(Stahel 1995). That means,P̃j is uniquely determined
by three statistics, namelỹµ(Rj) = ην + m̃in(Rj) as theexpectation value, σ̃ 2(Rj) = ην2

as thevariance, andm̃in(Rj) as thesmallest possible valuerelated to the shifted gamma
distribution Ãj , whereµ̃(Rj) is an approximation ofRj ’s expectation valueµ(Rj), σ̃ 2(Rj)

is an approximation ofRj ’s varianceσ 2(Rj), and m̃in(Rj) is an approximation ofRj ’s
minimum RSV.

We now address the approximation of the statistics at the broker site: First, an approxi-
mationµ̃(Rj) of the expectation valueµ(Rj) is developed:

Considering the first addend in Eq. (2), this addend is estimated with the help of a
certain existing probabilistic IR model for the non-distributed case. The BIR and RPI
models exemplarily used in this paper further transform the addend into a sum over all
query features and then estimate values for the resulting feature-related addends; compare
Eq. (3) and (6). In fact, most of the known non-distributed probabilistic retrieval models
propose a RSV computation that is based on an accumulation over all query features. We
will therefore assume for the following, thatthe first addend in Eq.(2) decomposes into
query-feature-related addends.

The random variableRj can be rewritten as

Rj = Rlocal
j + RSV(Dj,q),

whereRSV(Dj,q) stands for the value of the second addend in Eq. (2) for subcollectionDj

andRlocal
j is a random variable, which represents the distribution of thelocal RSVsof the

documents inDj , i.e. RSVs that are valid only within the scope ofDj . That is, it models the
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influence of the first addend in Eq. (2) on the globally valid RSVs of the documents inDj .
An approximation ofµ(Rj) is obtained, if we find a way to approximate the expectation
valueµ(Rlocal

j ) of Rlocal
j , as

µ(Rj) = µ
(
Rlocal

j

)+ RSV(Dj,q) (8)

due to the linearity of the expectation value.
Due to our assumption made two paragraphs before,Rlocal

j may be conceived as a sum
of random variables

Tj,ϕ : {di | di ∈ Dj)} −→ R;
di 7−→ Wj(ϕ, di )

describing theinfluence of the query featuresϕ ∈8 j on a document’s RSV:

Rlocal
j =

∑
ϕ∈8j(q)

Tj,ϕ.

Here, the functionWj yields the weight of a certain featureϕ ∈8 j with respect to the
documentdi ∈ Dj . For sake of simplicity, we assume no relevance feedback data to be
available; the case that relevance feedback is given is handled in Baumgarten (1999a).
As a consequence,ϕ’s weight is independent of queryq. We may therefore consider the
correspondingTj,ϕ to be query-independent as well.

As the expectation value of the sum of (not necessarily independent) random variables
equals the sum of the random variables’ expectation values, we may compute the expectation
value ofRlocal

j by

µ
(
Rlocal

j

) = ∑
ϕ∈8j(q)

µ(Tj,ϕ) .

Replacing

µ(Tj,ϕ) =
∑
di∈Dj

P(di | Dj)Wj(ϕ, di )

by the expectation value

µ(µ(Tj,∗)) =
∑

ϕ∈8j
P(ϕ | Dj)µ(Tj,ϕ)∑
ϕ∈8j

P(ϕ | Dj)
(9)

of the random variableµ(Tj,∗)2 modelling the occurrence of differentµ(Tj,ϕ), we obtain
with

µ̃
(
Rlocal

j

)
:= |8j(q)|µ(µ(Tj,∗)) (10)

an estimate for the expectation value ofRlocal
j .
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The reasonability of this approximation is linked to the assumption underlying Eq. (9)
that the probability for featureϕ being a query feature indexing the actual queryq is

P(ϕ | Dj )∑
ϕ′∈8 j

P(ϕ′ | Dj )
.

Replacingµ(Rlocal
j ) in (8) by the above defined̃µ(Rlocal

j ) finally yields

µ̃(Rj) := µ̃(Rlocal
j

)+ RSV(Dj,q). (11)

This approximation ofµ(Rj) results from combiningDj ’s RSV with certain items that rely
on the size of the query description8j(q) as well as further query-independent information,
which can be efficiently provided at the broker site:

– The computation ofµ(µ(Tj,∗)) is built on a before-runtime-determination of the expected
influences of the features in8j on the RSV computation. For this purpose, the involved
probabilitiesP(di | Dj) andP(ϕ | Dj) have to be replaced by appropriate estimates. We
suggest approximatingP(di | Dj) by 1

|Dj | andP(ϕ | Dj) by (7).
– |8j(q)| apriori not only depends on query q, but also on the indexing method used for

indexing the documents inDj . However, in order to avoid the necessity of keeping all
the indexing methods available at the broker site,|8j(q)| should be approximated from
the known|Φ(q)|.

In order to derive an approximatioñσ 2(Rj) for Rj ’s varianceσ 2(Rj) and an approximation
m̃in(Rj) for Rj ’s minimum RSV min(Rj), the same fundamental idea that is underlying the
approximation ofRlocal

j ’s expectation value shown above can be used: Considering the
variance of the influence, or the smallest possible influence of those query features onRlocal

j
that play a role in the local RSV computation, we are able to draw conclusions about the
variance or minimum RSV ofRj , respectively.

However, considering the variance, things become a bit more complicated: It is a known
fact that the occurrence of an indexing feature in the description of a document usually
depends on the occurrence of other features in the description (Sch¨auble 1997). Hence,
the random variablesTj,ϕ may not be assumed to be independent. While the expectation
values of depending random variables add to the expectation value of the sum of these
random variables, the variance of a sum of depending random variables also requires the
adding of thecovariancesbetween the random variables to the sum of the random vari-
ables’ variances. Thus, the approximation ofσ̃ 2(Rj) includes an adding of the expected
covariance between two arbitrary random variablesTj,ϕ andTj,ϕ′ (Baumgarten 1999a). A
before-runtime-computation of this expected covariance in analogy toµ(µ(Tj,∗)) would
have to take each possible feature-feature pair in8j into account. Such a time intensive
procedure can be easily avoided by making use of the results of queries that are assigned
to Dj during runtime; see Baumgarten (1999a) for details.

Figure 3 shows a sample RSV distributionAj that is approximated by a shifted gamma
distribution Ãj according to the approach described in this section.

4. Experimental evaluation of the model

In the following, the probabilistic model for distributed IR is experimentally evaluated with
respect to theretrieval effectiveness. The computation of the addends in Eq. (2) is done
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on the basis of the RPI model. Hence, we will refer to this variant as thedistributed RPI
approach.

Two common measures of retrieval effectiveness arerecall andprecision(Salton and
McGill 1983). Considering a ranked list down to a certain depth, the recall gives the per-
centage of the relevant documents found, while the precision measures the percentage of
relevant documents among the documents that were considered.

In order to evaluate our probabilistic model, theTREC test environment(Harman 1993)
is used. This environment includes a number of large document collections, various sets of
topics and corresponding relevance judgements given on documents with respect to a certain
topic. We have employed two document (sub)collections from TREC, theAP88 document
collection containing 79923 news paper articles from the AP Newswire Journal of the
year 1988, and theAPFR88 document collectioncontaining AP88 plus FR88, a collection
with 19860 government communications from the US-American Federal Register of the
year 1988 (in the following, AP88 and APFR88 will be represented byDAP88 andDAPFR88,
respectively). From the content point of view, we may say that AP88 tends to be a rather
homogeneous collection, while APFR88 may be considered to be rather heterogeneous.3

In order to evaluate the distributed RPI approach, AP88 is partitioned into 81 subcollec-
tions Dj ∈ DAP88, j = 0, . . . ,80: AP88 is available on the TREC disk 2 as a set of 322
files, where documents from one file are all from the same date, neighbouring files cover
successive time periods. Each four successive files are combined into one subcollection,
such that documents are clustered according to their date of appearance. SubcollectionD80

contains the last two remaining files. The partitioning of APFR88 extends the partitioning
of AP88 by 38 subcollectionsDj ∈DAPFR88, j = 81, . . . ,118, of more or less equal extend:
FR88 is available on the TREC disk 2 as a set of 152 files, where documents from one
file are all from the same day, neighbouring files cover successive days. Again, each four
successive files are combined into one subcollection.

Different query sets are used for evaluation that are generated from twosets of topics,
namelyTREC topics 101–150and151–200. Our experiments are performed withshortas
well aslong queries.4 The parameter selection is done by manually “optimizing” the results
for short queries 101–150. We may therefore consider these queries to be the training
queries used for experiments.

Query, document and subcollection descriptions areautomatically generated: Queries
and documents are indexed by eliminating stop words and then applyingPorter’s stem-
ming algorithm(Porter 1980). In order to build a subcollection description, we follow the
suggestion in Callan et al. (1995) and employ the union of the descriptions of the docu-
ments in the subcollection. The subcollection’s feature frequencies result from adding the
corresponding feature frequencies correlated to the subcollection’s documents. Thus, for
indexing documents and subcollections, the same indexing vocabulary is used. However,
we do not exploit this fact in our experiments.

First, we compare the retrieval effectiveness of the distributed RPI approach without ap-
plying the selection criterion to the retrieval effectiveness measured for the corresponding
non-distributed RPI approach(in the non-distributed setting, RSVs are computed analo-
gously to Eq. (6) with parametersv andw := 1− v).

– AP88: For the experiments on the basis of document collection AP88, we selectv j = 0.2
for all j (thus, we abandon the possibility of selecting different values for differentv j ),
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Figure 1. Recall-precision graphs for queries 101–150 (left) and 151–200 (right); document collection AP88.

v = 0.4 andv = 0.2 (Baumgarten 1999a). To compare the distributed and the non-
distributed RPI approach, we consider correspondingrecall-precision graphs(Salton and
McGill 1983) illustrated in figure 1. Obviously, for each query set, the graphs’ differences
are more or less negligible. This observation is also confirmed by a comparison of
average precisions(Salton and McGill 1983) in Table 2. Thus, the experiments do not
contradict the model’s basic prediction: Since the model stems from the PRP, a retrieval
effectiveness comparable to the one of a corresponding non-distributed setting should
be achieved.

– APFR88: Turning towards document collection APFR88, we selectv j = 0.2 for j =
0, . . . ,80 (AP part),v j = 0.05 for j = 81, . . . ,118 (FR part),v = 0.2 andv = 0.1
(Baumgarten 1999a). A comparison of the recall-precision graphs resulting from the
distributed and non-distributed RPI approach show clear differences for most of our
query sets: For smaller recall values, the various graph progressions corresponding
to the distributed case clearly surpass their non-distributed counterparts; see figure 2.
This is conspicuous in particular for long queries 151–200, where the difference in
early precision is 0.256. Considering the differences in average precision, the upper

Table 2. Comparison of average precisions (AP88).

Non-distributed Distributed
Query set RPI approach RPI approach

Short, 101–150 0.2221 0.2147

Short, 151–200 0.2578 0.2403

Long, 101–150 0.3751 0.3688

Long, 151–200 0.3162 0.3073
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Figure 2. Recall-precision graphs for queries 101–150 (left) and 151–200 (right); document collection APFR88.

hand of the distributed RPI approach continues, if we disregard the results for short
queries 101–150; compare Table 3. These experiments show evidence that by using the
degrees of freedom provided by the probabilistic model for distributed IR, corresponding
nondistributed models can be even outperformed with respect to retrieval effectiveness.

Second, the (inevitable) loss in retrieval effectiveness that occurs when using the dis-
tributed RPI approach in combination with the selection criterion is investigated. On the
basis of document collection AP88, various runs are performed for different desired lengths
l of the final ranked lists, namely forl = 1000, 130, 80 and 30. According to the discussion
in Section 3.2, we define thẽAj approximating theDj -specific RSV distributions to be
shifted gamma distributions and estimate the required statistics as explained.

When performing the distributed RPI approach without the selection criterion, a maximum
of 1000 top rated documents are retrieved from each subcollection and merged according
to their RSVs. The first 1000 top ranked documents of the resulting ranked list are used
as the final result. On the other hand, when making use of the selection criterion, only the
first l j top ranked documents are taken from a subcollectionDj . Thus, even if we select

Table 3. Comparison of average precisions (APFR88).

Non-distributed Distributed
Query set RPI approach RPI approach

Short, 101–150 0.2029 0.1898

Short, 151–200 0.2074 0.2132

Long, 101–150 0.3063 0.3195

Long, 151–200 0.1971 0.2403
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l = 1000, much less documents are involved in the building of the final ranked list than
without using the selection criterion.

In order to be able to investigate the retrieval effectiveness of the distributed RPI approach
with and without selecting subcollections, we measure the precision reached after having
checked the firsts top ranked documents; see Tables 4 and 5 (due to space limitations, we
only report the experimental results for short and long queries 101–150; the results for short
and long queries 151–200 are comparable).

For l > 30, the decrease in precision ranges between negligible and acceptable; it becomes
significant only fors close tol. If l = 30, the losses in precision are obvious.

On the other hand, the smallerl has been chosen, the bigger is the average number of
subcollections skipped by the selection criterion from a total of 81 subcollections; compare
Table 6. Obviously, forl = 1000, the selection criterion was more or less not able to elim-
inate subcollections from the retrieval process. The average number of skipped documents
is increasing forl = 130 andl = 80 and reaches large values forl = 30. The longer

Table 4. Precision with/without selection criterion: Short queries 101–150 (AP88).

Precision No
ats doc.s selection l = 1000 l = 130 l = 80 l = 30

5 0.3800 0.3800 0.3680 0.3560 0.3160

15 0.2827 0.2827 0.2800 0.2693 0.2307

30 0.2273 0.2273 0.2220 0.2120 0.1527

50 0.1892 0.1892 0.1788 0.1672

80 0.1528 0.1528 0.1452 0.1260

100 0.1394 0.1394 0.1276

130 0.1243 0.1243 0.1065

500 0.0545 0.0546

1000 0.0335 0.0330

Table 5. Precision with/without selection criterion: Long queries 101–150 (AP88).

Precision No
ats doc.s selection l = 1000 l = 130 l = 80 l = 30

5 0.4600 0.4600 0.4600 0.4600 0.4400

15 0.4147 0.4147 0.4133 0.4040 0.3720

30 0.3640 0.3640 0.3553 0.3393 0.2700

50 0.3144 0.3144 0.3012 0.2864

80 0.2667 0.2667 0.2480 0.2118

100 0.2394 0.2394 0.2186

130 0.2122 0.2120 0.1800

500 0.0836 0.0835

1000 0.0454 0.0447
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Table 6. Average number of skipped subcollections (AP88).

Query set l = 1000 l = 130 l = 80 l = 30

Short, 101–150 0 3.9 14.6 52.6

Short, 151–200 0.32 7.2 17.86 52.98

Long, 101–150 0.04 15.96 30.86 58.86

Long, 151–200 0.02 9.42 23.02 54.28

the queries are in average, the more subcollections are skipped (except forl = 1000). The
reason why forl > 30 the average number of skipped subcollections is not larger, is due to
the fact that in our setting, the top ranked documents are often distributed over many sub-
collections. However, for some queries the selection criterion skips much more documents
than implied by the average.

Figure 3 shows a randomly picked sample situation that occurred during the application
of the selection criterion, where a RSV distributionAj in a specific subcollection implied
by a particular query has been approximated by a shifted gamma distributionÃj . Shown is
also the error plot illustrating the deviatioñAj(x)− Aj(x) for all possiblex.

Figure 3. Density of the actual RSV distribution of subcollectionD1
53 containing 1098 documents w.r.t. long

query 185 indexed by 29 query features; density of the approximating shifted gamma distribution; corresponding
error plot. Shown are also the actual and approximated expectation value, variance and minimum RSV. The
selection criterion integrates up tox and decides to take one document from the subcollection (l = 130). The
density value for the minimum RSV is 0.772. Approximating the RSV distributions alternatively by using the set
of normal distributions as the distribution family, worse results are obtained, as illustrated by this example.
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5. Conclusion and outlook

In this paper, a probabilistic model for distributed IR has been presented that provides a
number of desirable properties:

1. The model stems from the Probability Ranking Principle. As a consequence, the achiev-
able retrieval effectiveness is not inferior to the retrieval effectiveness of a corresponding
non-distributed model, which has been confirmed by experiments.

2. As an important feature to handle heterogeneity among subcollections, different indexing
vocabularies and probabilistic ranking methods may be employed within the framework
of the model.

3. The model is able to consider relevance feedback provided by the user, not only given
on documents, but also on subcollections.

4. Part of the model is a criterion for limiting the distributed ranking process to a subset of
available subcollections. The inevitable losses in retrieval effectiveness caused by the
application of the criterion remain acceptable. This has been confirmed by experiments.

In Baumgarten (1999a), various extensions of the presented model are discussed: consider-
ation of cost factors by the selection criterion; generalization of the model such that it can be
scaled with the underlying data volume; support for handling (semi-)structured documents.

An interesting point remains for future work: Many degrees of freedom provided by the
presented model are not available with non-distributed models. Although our experiments
on the basis of document collection APFR88 have exploited only a few of them, the results
were encouraging (the distributed RPI approach was in parts able to outperform its non-
distributed counterpart). Therefore, further experiments should be performed in order to
form an impression of the model’s entire potential.
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Notes

1. This problem has been identified by Voorhees et al. (1994) as the “collection fusion problem”.
2. µ in combination with theset Tj,∗ of all Tj,ϕ does not denote an expectation value, but arandom variable

modelling the expectation values corresponding toTj,∗.
3. Most of the documents in AP88 are relatively small and cover a specific topic. Documents from FR88 in

general are much longer and often handle different topics at the same time.
4. A topic consists of fields. Short queries: description field; long queries: description, narrative, summary,

concept, factor and definition field (topics 101–150), or description and narrative field (topics 151–200).
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